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BALANCE-SHEETS DESIGNED TO SHOW USEFUL ENERGY 
The energy balance-sheets currently published in the Community are 
of the "primary input" type and refer primarily to coal, oil and 
natural gas. They are drawn up by converting the various sources of 
energy into their energy equivalent at the primary input level. 
This system means that the quantities consumed by the various con-
sumer sectors are expressed in terms of the calorific value of the 
energy needed at the primary input level to meet final consumption 
requirements. The result is that when one form of energy is trans-
formed into another, losses during transformation are not recorded. 
Compiling the balance-sheets in this way does not fully satisfy the 
needs of economic analysis. 
Recent trends in energy policy in the wake of the 1973 oil crisis 
call for a more detailed knowledge of the physical amount of energy 
actually used for transformation and by final consumers. Work on 
energy-saving and demand analyses and forecasts have made it 
necessary to know the exact losses of energy which occur during the 
various stages of transformation and consumption and thus the energy 
consumed, i.e. "useful energy". 
For these purposes the present balance-sheets - drawn up and valid 
purely from the primary input standpoint - have several drawbacks. 
By definition, they tackle the problems solely from the producers' 
point of view, thereby failing to take account of the importance of 
consumption, obscuring losses, favouring certain forms of energy 
because of the equivalence conversion method, and using a unit of 
measurement of thermal equivalence which has a variable definition. 
As a step towards meeting the new analysis requirements and the need 
for more accurate forecasts of overall energy demand, the Statistical 
Office has conducted an exercise in drawing up overall energy balance-
sheets based on the amounts of energy actually used by final con-
sumers. 
The establishment of such balance-sheets involves taking into account 
the various items of supply and demand in terms of their real 
physical calorific content (and not simply their energy equivalent 
obtained by substituting one form of energy supply for another at 
each stage from primary supply to the "useful energy" available to 
the consumer in the form of output from his appliances. These 
balance-sheets thus indicate the true energy losses at the various 
stages of transformation and consumption and permit a better under-
standing of actual energy consumption. 
This study, unique of its kind, is intended primarily as a model for 
further development. It is being conducted on a trial basis, its 
scope being at present restricted to the Federal Republic of Germany 
and France for the year 1975· The results will be described in a 
subsequent publication. 
This project forms part of the Statistical Office's action programme 
and the system will be improved as far as possible, using all 
practical means available to obtain a better knowledge of the tech-
nical criteria used. Its field of application will be widened to 
include all the Member States of the Community. 
A CRITICAL LOOK AT EC SUPPLY BALANCE-SHEETS 
The Statistical Office of the European Communities recently published 
Volume N° 20 in its series "Agricultural Statistical Studies", (l) 
In this volume the former German "Ministerialdirektor" (chief of 
division at the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forests), 
Dr. Kurt Hafner, deals with agricultural supply balajnce-sheets, 
taking a very critical look at the principles behind them and the 
present-day problems and making proposals for improvements. At the 
present time he is probably'the only person in the world to have 
developed food and supply balance—sheets for so many years for each 
agricultural product and used them for practical purposes of 
agricultural policy at national and international level. For this 
reason his remarks will definitely be of particular interest to a 
fairly wide circle of readers. 
The supply balance-sheets are of key importance in the EC agricul-
tural policy system for the assessment of the supply situation. 
Although the way in which they are computed was to a great extent 
laid down by the SOEC in cooperation with the Member States, there 
is still a whole series of problems, which are examined in this 
study. 
(l) See 2 - Publications, Page 25 
A NEW COMMUNITY FARM TYPOLOGY 
Commission decision 78/463/EEC of 7 April I978 (Official Journal 
n° L 148 of 5 June 1978) sets out details of a community farm 
typology. This scheme for classifying agricultural holdings 
according to the type of farming and to the economic size of the 
holding is the result of deliberations over 4 years by a group of 
experts representing structural, statistical and farm accounts 
interests, called together by the Commission. The classification 
of holdings by types of farming (17 principal types broken down if 
required into up to 58 particular types), depends on the nature and 
extent of their various farm enterprises. Each farm enterprise is 
valued in common units by being weighted by regional Standard Gross 
Margins (SGM) expressed in EUC. These coefficients (gross production 
value less certain direct costs) have been calculated for all 
relevant crop and livestock headings of the 1975 Farm Structure 
Survey for each of II9 regions in the Community. The total SGM for 
the holding is used as a measure of the holding's economic size and 
the proportionate contribution of each of the different enterprises 
of the holding to the total SGM determines the type of farming. 
The Community farm typology should permit a more meaningful 
presentation of the results of farm structure surveys and of the 
Farm Accountancy Data Network (Directorate-General VI - Agriculture) 
as well as providing the necessary link between these complementary 
sources of information. 
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SURVEYS CF AREAS UNDER VINES 
On the lOth of May the Council adopted a Regulation, (EEC) N° 978/78, 
on statistical surveys of areas under vines. The Regulation re-
quires the mayor winegrowing Member Statee (i.e. France, Germany, 
Italy and Luxembourg) 
1. to conduct basic surveys at 10 yearly intervals on the area of 
vines under cultivation in holdings cultivating for sale; 
2. to conduct intermediate surveys on the annual changes in the 
areas under wine-grape varieties of vines; 
3. to provide information on annual yields. 
The proposed system of surveys will provide the statistical in-
formation on the production potential and the structure of holdings 
which is necessary to manage the common organization of the market 
in wine. 
Member States were previously required, under Council Regulation 24 
of 1962 as amended by Regulation N° 26/64/EEC and Commission 
Regulation (EEC) N° 1456/76, to establish a viticultural land 
register not later than 30 June 1963, to keep it continuously up to 
date and to revise it completely every 10 years. This requirement 
proved to involve administrative operations on an enormous scale in 
order to cover 3 Mio vinegrowers, 2,5 Mio hectares and about 
10 million land parcels with sufficient detail for them to be 
identified. Member States were unable to initiate these operations 
at the same time or in .the same manner and have been able to update 
the registers only partially and at irregular intervals. 
Council Regulation (EEC) N° 978/78 will therefore replace the 
complete revision of the Community viticultural land register which 
was due in 1979 under Council Regulation 24 of I962 with a system of 
statistical surveys which offers the following important advantages : 
1. reduction in the information required from individual vinegrowers; 
2. reduction in the number of individual vinegrowers to be covered, 
by elimination of those growers which produce only for home con-
sumption (for example, in France approximately 45 percent of the 
vinegrowers accounted for only 4 $ of production in 1979)i 
3. substantial cost savings in surveys compared with the establish-
ment and updating of a cadastral land register in which many 
changes are continually occuring in ownership without necessarily 
involving changes in the structure or production potential of the 
vineyards; 
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4. Separation of the areas cultivated with wine-grape varieties for 
the production of quality wines p.s.r. from the areas cultivated 
for other wines, the latter being the wines principally subject 
to difficulties on the market and where local interest in up-
dating a cadastral register is minimal; 
5. substantial additional savings in survey costs for certain 
Member States where sampling methods are appropriate. 
The first basic survey will be carried out in 1979 (or before 
1 April I98O at the latest) and will relate to the situation after 
grubbing and planting in the 1978/79 wine-growing year; the inter-
mediate surveys will be conducted annually beginning in I98I. The 
results of the first basic survey will be notified to the Commission 
by 1 July I98I, and will be published by the Statistical Office of 
the European Communities by 1 July I982. 
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SUMMARY 
Published 
Special publ ica t ions and s e r i e s : 
Input-Output Tables 1970, Vol. 1-6 21 
S t ruc ture of earnings in wholesale and r e t a i l d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
banking and insurance in 1974, Vol. 1-4, Vol. 6+7 
Conf iden t ia l i ty and business s t a t i s t i c s in the EC 
(DE, EN, FR, DK, IT, NL) 
Out-of-school vocat ional t r a i n i n g , age and a c t i v i t y -
Community 1973 and 1975 
23 
20 
May 1978 : 
Agricultural statistical studies n° 20 25 
Balances of payments - Geographical breakdown 16 
Statistical yearbook : ACP - I97O-I976 18 
Handicaped persons and their employment 25 
Working conditions in the European Communities 1975 24 
To be published shortly : 
Agricultural and forestry accounts - Unit values l8 
Land use and production 1970-1976 18 
Censuses of population in Community countries I968-I97I 22 
Useful-energy balance-sheets - 1975 26 
Earnings of permanent workers in agriculture 17 
17 
Nat inai accounts ESA - Detailed tables I97O-I976 l6 
Transport, communications, tourism - 1976 I9 
Comparison in real values of the aggregates of ESA 22 
Labour costs in industry - 1975» Vol. 1 24 
List of chemicals in NIMEXE together with their tariff „,-
classification and NIMEXE code 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
11 
122,20 
21.50 
700 
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AKKUAL PUBLICATIONS 
Purple series 1 Balances of payment B - Geographical breakdown 
ISBIT 92-825-OI26-4 DA/KL Price 
ISBN 9 2-β 2 5-0127-2 DE/IT 
ISBN 92-825-OI28-O EH/FR 
I80 pages Format A 4 
Editione DA/NL, DE/lT, ΕΝ/FR published in Hay 1978 
This volume presents the most recent available data on the geographical 
breakdown of the balance of payments of each European Community country 
and of the United States and Japan. 
The balances of the European Community countries are also given, where 
possible, in the form of totals relating to the nine member states (EUR 9) 
as a whole. 
The data are expressed in millions of EUC, the new unit of account of the 
European Community intended to replace progressively the various units 
used by the different Community institutions. They are presented according 
to the EUROSTAT balance of payments and geographical breakdown schemes, 
and cover the period 1972 to 1976. The figurée are preceded by a commentary 
on their development during 1976 and by two notes concerning, respectively, 
the drawing up of a consolidated balance of payments of the European 
Community countries and the balance of payments of the Community 
institutions. 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
20.80 
220,50 
39.25 
1 250 
National accounts ESA ­ Detailed tables 1970­1976 
ISBN 92­825­0363­1 . W/FR/NL Price 
ISBN 92­825­O364­X DA/DE/IT 
Approximately 510 pages Format A 4 
Editions EN/FR/NL, DA/DE/IT to be published in July 1978 
Detailed results of the national accounts of Member States according to 
ESA (European system of integrated economic accounts). The volume presents 
a large number of data covering transactions in goods and services (value 
added, final consumption, gross fixed capital formation), distributive 
transactions (sooial contributions, social services, compensation of employees), 
financial transactions (stocks, shares, credits) : A summary of all the 
transactions carried out by the sectors (companies, administrations, house­
holds, etc·) is given in the section devoted to institutional sectors. 
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Some figures : 
Yellow series : Qut-of-school vocational training, age and activity - Community 1973 and 1975 
ISBN 92-825-0220-1 DE Free of charge 
ISBN 92-825-O22I-X EN 
ISBN 92-825-O222-8 FR 
Approximately 31 pages Format A 5 
Editions DE, EN, FR to be published in June I978 
During the 1975 Labour force sample survey the respondents were required to 
reply to question relating to any occupational training outside the school 
and university system which they had undergone during the reference week. 
The questions were particularly simple as they concerned only the type of 
vocational training being undergone (basic or further training) and the 
location in which it was carried out (enterprise, with or without contract -
specialized institutes). The questions related to persons between the ages 
of 14 and 65 years. 
Nonetheless, the data collected provide very interesting information on the 
use made of the various formulae for out-of-school vocational training. An 
analysis of the replies in terms of age, sex and activity throws light on 
certain questions which it is very difficult to answer fully on the basis of 
other statistics. The value of this survey is further increased by the fact 
that for the first time it covered the nine Member States of the Community 
and that, at least in the case of six countries, it allows a comparison to 
be made with the 1973 position. 
Earnings of permanent workers in agriculture 
ISBN 92-825-OI72-8 Price : UKL 6.30 
DKR 70 
USD 12.30 
BFR 400 
Approximately 125 pages Format A 4 
Multilingual edition to be published in June 1978 
This publication contains the methodology· and detailed results of the 
Community survey of earnings of permanent workers in agriculture in 1976. 
These results cover labour forces, earnings and monthly duration of paid 
work, broken down by sex, age, training, type of work, relative size of 
holding and the provision or not of payment in kind. In the case of certain 
countries, these data are also broken down by major region. 
Price : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
6.30 
70 
12.25 
400 
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Green series : Land use and production 1970-1976 
ISBN 92-825-OI44-2 
Approximately 110 pageB Pormat A 4 
Multilingual edition to be published in June I978 
This publication updates the statistical Beries published in the green 
series 1976 "Land use and production". 
Part I concerning "Land use" contains results for EUR 9 for the years 1958, 
I965 and 1974 to I976. 
To part II concerning the "production of cereals, dried pulses, root and 
industrial crops" in EUR 9 will be added statistics on production of green 
forage. The publication contains data for three years (1974 to 1976) 
except for the data on green forage which is for the years 1970 to 1976. 
Agricultural and forestry accounts - Unit values 
ISBN 92-825-OO53-5 Price 
Approximately 194 pages Format A 4 
Multilingual edition to be published in June 1978 
Most recent data on agricultural and forestry accounts and on unit values. 
The purely statistical section is preceded by graphs and a commentary on 
the most recent agricultura] data. 
The tables section contains : 
- time-series for final production, intermediate consumption and fixed 
capital formation for the Member States in national currencies and for 
the Community (in Eur) at current prices (and exchange rates), and at 
constant prices (and exchange rates); 
- time-series for the principal aggregates of the agricultural accounts: 
in Eur, their moving averages in Eur; their annual rates; their value 
indices and volume indices for the Community as a whole and the Member 
States; 
- percentage data clarifying the structural development of the constituents 
of final production, of intermediate consumption, of value added and of 
fixed capital formation in agriculture; 
- time—series for unit values in Eur and in national currency for selected 
agricultural products. 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
7.85 
87,30 
I5.3O 
5OO 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.80 
49,20 
8.25 
300 
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Olive series : Statistical yearbook : ACP - 1970-1976 
ISBN 92-825-OI54-X P r i c e 
624 pages Format A 4 
Edition ΕΝ/FR published in May I978 
This yearbook presents : 
1) For the ACP states, Maghreb, Mashrek 
Tables for each country drawn from the available demographic and 
economic data, each table covering a particular sector (balance of 
payments, public finance .··)· 
2) For all developping countries 
Tables permitting comparison of demographic and economic data from 
the different countries (ACP states, Maghreb, Maschrek and other 
developing countries). 
The statistics in this publication relate to the period 1970-1976. 
UKL. 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
11.15 
123 
"1.65 
700 
Crimson series : Transport, communications, tourism­ 1776 
ISBN 92­825­O31G­6 EN/FR 
ISBN 92­825­O319­4 DE/IT 
ISBN 92­Ö25­0320­6 DA/NL 
Approximately 170 pages Format A 4 
Editions EN/fcR, DE/lT, DA/NL to be published in July 1978 
Statistics on the infrastructure, on the equipment, and on the operations 
of the different modes of transport. 
Statistics on traffic accidentsj on communications (post, telegraph, telex, 
telephone, radio and television) and on tourism. 
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS AND SERIES 
Orange series : Confidentiality and business statistics in the European Community 
Price : UKL 3.20 
DKR 31,30 
UKL 5.40 
BFR 200 
147 pages Format C 5 
Editions DA, DE, EN, FR, IT, NL 
Published : DE, EN, FR, DA, IT, NL 
It is the constant concern of the official statistical services to 
safeguard the confidentiality of the information with which they are 
entrusted. Each Member Country has its own customary procedures taking 
the form, in many cases, of national laws defining the rules of con-
fidentiality applicable to business statistics. 
These rules, which were elaborated in a national context, are now 
applied to Community statistics where they have led, in combination, 
to a far more drastic shrinkage of information than that which they 
cause at a national level. At the same time, in industrial circles 
in every Member Country, there is evident reluctance to release more 
information than is released by the others, apprehensions conducive to 
the development of a restrictive approach. 
For that reason, the Statistical Office of the European Communities has 
decided, it: agreement with the national statistical services, to examine 
this problem with a view to its solution. This report is a major con-
tribution to ouch an u-idertaking. Its preparation was renderei possible 
by the collaboration of the various National Statistical Institutes, 
which not only provided the author with the necessary information 
regarding the laws and practices relating to the confidentiality of 
business statistics in their respective countries but aloo submitted 
their comments on the first version of the report. Nevertheless, as 
the author himself has emphasized in his preface, the opinions ex-
pressed in this document are strictly his own, and are in no way to 
be taken as those of the national statistical services or of the 
Commission of the European Communities. 
By circulating this report, the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities hopes to elicit the reactions and opinions of its readers, 
including in particular the organisations representing the producers 
and users of business statistics. 
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Purple s e r i e s : Input-output t a b l e s 1970 
complete 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 2 
Format A 4 
series 
30.50 
393,50 
71.60 
500 
Price : 
per volume 
UKL 4.25 
DKR 55,-
USD 10.10 
BFR 350 
Special 9-volume s e r i e s 
Published : 
Volume 1 - Methodology I97O-I975 1 38 pages 
Editions FR, DE, EN, NL, IT, DA 
Volume 2 - United Kingdom I97O : 121 pages 
Edition EN/FR 
Volume 3 - Nederland 1970 : 119 pages 
Edition NL^R 
Volume 4 - Italia 1970 : 119 pages 
Edition IT/ΪΉ 
Volume 5 - België/Belgique I97O : 120 pages 
Edition NL/FR 
Volume 6 - BR Deutschland 1970 : 124 pages 
Edition DE/FR 
Volume 1 of this series describes the methodology established by the 
SOEC for the construction of input-output tables calculated, from the 
year 1970 on, according to Community rules. A general description of the 
input-output table is given, with some detail on its various components 
and their relationships. The classifications and the accounting rules 
which are used are defined by a number of référencée to the European 
System of integrated economic Accounts (ESA). The last chapter shows a 
few examples of the way in which the tables can be used for economic 
analysis. 
Each of the volumes 2 to 7 deals with the input-output table of one 
country (United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Germany, 
France). In each volume, the first part describes the problems encountered 
when using the Community classifications and methods and the adjustments 
made in order to improve comparability from one country to another. A short 
description of the table is also given. The second part is composed of the 
input-output table expressed in unite of account EUR, tables of direct 
coefficients (vertical and horisontal) and several tables of indirect 
coefficients (inverse matrix, content of imports, content of primary inputs 
in the final uses). 
Volume 8 will put together the tables for the countries and the one for 
the Community. Volume 9 will present the corresponding coefficient tables 
and will include a comparative analysis of the economic structure of the 
various countries. 
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Comparison in real values of the aggregates of ESA 
ISBN 92-825-0215-5 Price : UKL 11.60 
DKR 123,50 
USD 22 
BFR 700 
Approximately 264 pages Format A 4 
Bilingual edition ΕΝ/FR to be published in July 1978 
The study provides purchasing power parities (PPP) between the currencies 
of the nine countries of the European Communities. These PPP's are used 
instead of the official exchange rates in order to convert nominal values 
of each country of GroBS Domestic Product and its uses into a common unit 
(EURPA). 
The values expressed in EURPA are called "real values". These values make 
a direct comparison between the aggregates of the different countries 
possible. 
Yellow BerieB ! Censuses of population in Community countries 1968-1971 
ISBN 92-825-OI45-O Price : UKL DKR 
USD BFR 
7.9O 87,50 
I5.3O 500 
Approximately 130 pages Format A 4 
Multilingual edition to be published in June I978 
Each of the countries of Europe-9 carried out a census of population during 
the period 1 March I968 to 24 October 1971. The presentation of the results 
in the various national census reporte differs very much from country to 
country, making comparisons difficult. Partly on the basis of special returns 
provided by the national census offices and partly using their published 
material, the SQEC has prepared the present volume which sets out the 
prinoipal census results in a manner as comparable as possible between the 
member countries. Tables are given showing, in a concise and easily understood 
form, the structure of the population of countries and of the entire 
Community, by sex, age, marital status, nationality and economic activity. 
Some basic information on households and dwellings is also included. Because 
of the wide diversity in size of population in member countries, ranging 
from 6l millions in Germany FR to 340 000 in Luxembourg, direct comparisons 
ara sometimes difficult and a number of tables have been included expressing 
the results in proportional form (per cent or per thousand). Europe-6 totals 
are also included, this being the actual Community at the time of the censuses. 
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Structure of earnings in wholesale and retail distribution, banking 
and insurance in 1974 
Price : 
c o m p i e 
UKL 
DKR 
BFR 
USD 
F o r m a t A 4 
ions : 223 pages 
;e s e r i e s 
55 
708 
4 500 
130 
per 
UKL 
DKR 
BFR 
USD 
vo lume 
7.30 
94,50 
600 
17.20 
Special series in 10 volumes 
Published : 
Volume 1 - Methods and D e f i n i t i
m u l t i l i n g u a l e d i t i o n 
Volume 2 - Luxembourg : 376 pages 
E d i t i o n EN/FR 
Volume 3 - Danmark : 442 pages 
E d i t i o n EN/FR 
Volume 4 - Belgique/BelgiB : 476 pages 
E d i t i o n EN/FR 
Volume 6 - United Kingdom ï 380 pages 
E d i t i o n EN/frR 
Volume 7 - Nederland : 418 pages 
Edition EN/FR 
This survey haB been conducted simultaneously, and according to identical 
methods, in the 9 countries of the European Community. 
Its essential objective was to obtain details of the earnings and of indi-
vidual characteristics (sex, age, level of professional qualification, 
length of eervioe, etc.) of employed persons, and of the structure (branch 
of activity, size, etc.) of the enterprises employing them, in order to 
bring out the relationships between these facts and the levels of remuneration. 
The results are published in one volume for each country. 
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Working conditions in the European Community 1975 
ISBN 92-825-OI25-6 Price : UKL 5 
DKR 53 USD 9.5O BFR 300 
178 pages Format A 4 
Multilingual edition published in June 1978 
In this publication the Statistical Office of the European Communities presente the main results of a survey on working conditions in the countries of the Community which was carried out as part of the Community labour foroe sample survey conducted in spring 1975 pursuant to Regulation (EEC) N" 2640/74 of the Counoil of 15 October 1974. 
This was the first survey carried out in this field at Community level. The content of this survey was determined by a series of questions relating to i 
a) work performed 1 shift work, working on Sundays and public holidays, at night; b) working environment : noise, hygiene, safety; c) distance between home and place of work and means of transport used. 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
3FR 
UKL 
DKR 
USE 
BFR 
I3.3O 
141 
25.2O 
800 
ε 
84,70 
15 
480 
Labour costs in industry - 1975 
Special series in 4 volumes Format A 4 
Multilingual edition Price complete series 
Volume 1 - General results by countries and industries 
ISBN 92-625-O26O-O Έτζ,οε 
Approximately 224 pages to be published in July 1973 
This publication contains the methodology and detailed results of the 
Community survey of labour costs in industry 1975. 
The results cover the number of establishments and employees, the number 
of hours worked, and the level and structure of labour costs in different 
industries (73 groups of the divisions 1-5 of the NACE). 
The results are published in four volumes, as follows : 
Volume 1 í General results by countries and industries 
Volume 2 : Results by size of establishments 
Volume 3 : Structure of labour costs 
Volume 4 : Regional results 
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Handicaped persons and their employment 
ISBN 92-825-O2I7-I DE 
ISBN 92-825-O218-X EN 
ISBN 92-825-O219-8 FR 
226 pages 
Editions DE, EN, FR 
Format A 4 
published in June 1978 
Price : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.20 
44,50 
8 
250 
Statistical study made for the Statistical Office. The author has compiled 
a report for each country, in which the first part sets out the legal 
provisions applicable in the field of handicaped persons and employment. 
The second part contains statistics on the member of handicapped persons 
by sex, age-group, nature and where possible cause of handicap, possibilities 
of rehabilitation,· general and vocational training and employment. 
UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
5 
53 
9.50 
300 
Série verte : Agricultural statistical study N" 20 (Dr. Kurt Hafner) 
ISBN 92-825-OI69-8 Price 
ISBN 92-825-OI7O-I 
ISBN 92-825-OI7I-X 
202 pages Format A 4 
Editions EN, FR, DE DE published in May I978 
This study preeents a detailed and systematic summary of current knowledge 
on agricultural supply balance sheets. In addition to the "philosophy" of 
these balance sheets, the system and techniques of the different types of 
balance—sheets are also commented upon. The calculation of the degree of 
self-Bufficiency as well as the questions raised by the use of physical 
or monetary units are also described. Finally the author, who before 
retiring as Head of a Directorate—General of the Ministry of Agriculture 
in Bonn was, inter alia, responsible for balance sheets, looks into their 
use as an aid to policy decisions affecting agriculture. 
ice : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.7O 
52,50 
9.2O 
300 
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Ruby series : Useful-energy balance-sheets - 1975 
ISBN 92-825-O2OO-7 DE 
ISBN 92-825-0201-5 EN 
ISBN 92-825-0202-3 FR 
Approximately 100 pages Format A 4 
Editions DE, EN, FR to be published in June 1978 
To enable it to improve its service to the Commission on the question of the 
rational use of energy, the Statistical Office has attempted to compile overall 
energy balance-sheets in terms of the amount of energy actually used by the 
final consumer. 
These balance-sheets are based on the various stages of supply and demand from 
the primary input stage to the "usefull energy" recovered by the consumer in 
final output and are expressed in terms of real energy content (and not in 
terms of their substitute energy equivalence between different sources of 
energy). They bring out the real loss in energy at the various étages of 
conversion and consumption and provide a more accurate picture of the effective 
consumption of energy. 
This study is first and foremost a model designed to point the way to later 
refinements. For the moment, it applies only to France and the Federal Republic 
of Germany, and relates to 1975· 
This document also sets out the methods used, the assumptions made for the 
practical application and the conclusions which may be drawn from this initial 
trial. 
Red series : List of chemicals in NIMEXE together with their tariff classification 
and NIMEXE code 
ISBN 92-825-0305-4 Price : UKL 6.70 
DKR 71 
USD 12.60 
BFR 400 
Approximately 220 pages Format A 4 
Multilingual edition to be published in July I978 
This list provides all relevant information as to the tariff and 
statistical classification of the chemical products falling within 
chapter 28 and 29 of the Common Customs Tariff. It includes 1,300 
chemical terms in six languages (by the name used in up-to-date 
chemical nomenclatures, by common name and by synonym) and is comple-
mentary to and an extension of the list of chemical products published 
in four languages in 1975 and of its supplement published in 1977. 
This publication provides : 
- an immediate classification (heading and subheading) by their chemical 
terms in each of the Community languages of the chemical products to be 
found in the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities as well 
as the corresponding statistical classification of NIMEXE; 
- a correlation of these terms as between the six languages (specialised, 
multilingual dictionary). 
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EUROSTAT PERIODICALS 
Orange series : Monthly general statistics bulletin 
ISSN O378­3456 
Annual subscription.: UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
24 
246 
4I.5O 
1 500 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
3.20 
32,80 
5.50 
200 
Approximately I88 pages Format A 4 monthly 
Principal figures on the short­term economic evolution in the enlarged 
Community, i.e. : employment, industry, internal trade and services, 
transport, external trade, price and wage indices, finance, balance of 
payments. 
Yellow serieB Ï Hourly earnings ­ Hours of work 
ISSN O378­3596 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
9.6O 
98,50 
I6.5O 
6OO 
Single copy ι UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
Approximately 266 pages Format A 4 h a l f - y e a r l y ' 
6.40 
65,55 
11.10 
400 
This publication which is updated every six months contains harmonized 
data on workers' hourly wages, on labour costs, and weekly hours worked, 
plus indices of developments in employees' monthly salaries, by region. 
The publication also contains some data on the earnings and the conditions 
of employment of permanent workers in agriculture. 
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Green series : Crop production 
ISSN 0378-3588 
Annual subscription : UKL 40 Single copy : UKL 4.80 
DKR 410 DKR 49,20 
USD 69 USD 8.25 
BFR 2 5OO BFR 300 
Approximately 120 pages Format A 4 11 issues per year 
The most recent information on 
Crop production of arable land (area, yield, production) 
1) or 
Fruit and vegetable production (area, yield, production) 
2) Areas sown (twice a year) 
3) Stocks and deliveries of cereals and potatoes 
4) Meteorological report 
5) Supply balances for crop products (3 or 4 per year). 
Monthly statistics of meat 
ISSN O378-3553 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
40 
410 
69 
2 5OO 
Single copy 1 UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.8O 
49,20 
8.25 
300 
Approximately 100 pages Format A 4 11 issues per year 
Publication of monthly statistics supplied by Member States in application 
of the Council's Directives 73/132/BEC and 76/630 EEC concerning surveys 
to be carried out in the cattle and pig sectors. The bulletin contains 
information on slaughterings, on foreign trade in live animals, on pro-
duction by species and by country. In addition, it may also give infor-
mation on head structure - comments (red pages) - information about 
supply balances. 
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Monthly BtatìBtics of sugar 
Annual subscription : UKL Single copy : UKL 
DKR ' DKR 
USD USD 
BFR BFR 
Approximately 75 pages Format A 4 11 issues per year 
Monthly balance sheets showing the main flows of sugar only, expressed 
as white sugar equivalent. Products containing sugar (sweetened products) 
are therefore excluded. The objective of the publication is two—fold : 
to make provisional annual data rapidly available at the end of the crop 
year, before the issue of final figures, and to follow the seasonal trends 
of the different flows. 
Monthly statistics of milk 
ISSN 0378-3545 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
22.40 
229,50 
39 
1 400 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
2.9O 
29,50 
5 
180 
Approximately 60 pages Format A 4 8 to 10 issues per year 
Publication of weekly and monthly statistics transmitted by Member 
States in compliance with the Council directive of 31s"t July 1972, on 
the statistical surveys to be made by Member States concerning milk and 
milk products (72/280/EEC). 
The bulletin contains the data relating to cows milk collection and the 
production of processed products by the dairy industry. From time to time 
the bulletin may contain a commentary on the supply balance sheets and 
information on dairy structure. 
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Monthly statistics of eggs 
ISSN O378-3537 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
22.40 
229,50 
39 
1 400 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
2.9O 
29,50 
5 
180 
Approximately 75 pages Format A 4 8 to 10 iseues per year 
Publication of monthly statistics transmitted by Member States in 
compliance with the Council regulations 2782/75 and 1868/77 on the 
commercialisation of hatching eggs and farmyard poultry chicks. 
The bulletin containe data on the selection, multiplication and the 
uses by species as well as trade with third countries. In addition 
the bulletin may contain data on structure of hatcheries, commentaries 
(pink pages) and information on supply balance sheets. 
Selling prices of vegetable products 
ISSN O378-6714 
Annual subscription : UKL 43.20 Single copy : UKL 4-80 
(Selling prices of animal DKR 442,50 DKR 49-20 
products included) USD 74.50 USD 8.25 
BPR 2 700 BFR 300 
Approximately 100 pages Format A 4 bi-monthly 
Monthly and annual up-dating of the prices of the most important 
vegetable products and of a number of products processed by the food 
industry. The prices for each of the member countries are given in 
national currency and in EUA. The percentage variations refer to the 
same period of the year before. The monthly evolutions of the prices 
in EUA of most products are illustrated also by graphs. 
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Selling prices of animal products 
ISSN 0378-6722 
Annual subscription 1 UKL 43.20 Single copy : UKL 4.80 
(Selling prices of vegetable DKR 442,50 DKR 49.20 
products included) USD 74.50 USD 8.25 
BFR 2 700 BFR 300 
Approximately 125 pages Format A 4 bi-monthly 
Monthly and annual up—dating of the prices of the most important animal 
products and of a number of products processed by the food industry. 
The prices for each of the member countries are given in national currency 
and in EUA. The percentage variations refer to the comparable period of the 
year before. The monthly evolutions of the prices in EUA of most products 
are illustrated also by graphs. 
Purchase prices of the means of production 
ISSN O378-6692 
Annual subscription 1 UKL 11.20 Single copy ! UKL 4 
DKR 115 DKR 41 
USD I9.5O USD 6.9O 
BFR 700 BFR 25O 
Approximately I40 pages Format A 4 quarterly 
Up-dated monthly and annual figures for the principal products bought 
by farmers. The eeries for each of the member countries cover animal 
feed, fertilizers, transport and heating fuels, seeds and pesticides. 
EC—Index of producer prices of agricultural products 
Annual s u b s c r i p t i o n : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
11.20 
115 
I9.5O 
700 
Approximately 28 pages Format A 4 
S ingle copy 
bi -monthly 
¡ UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
2.40 
24,60 
4 .15 
150 
This publication presents for EUR 9 and each of the member countries 
the evolution of the indices of the producer prices for agricultural 
products during the last known 12 months. 
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Fishery statistics 
Annual subscription : UKL Single copy : UKL 
DKR DKR 
USD USD 
BFR BFR 
Approximately 72 pages Format A 4 quarterly 
The publication contains monthly statistics on the quantities and value 
of landings for the principal fish species in Member States. 
Blue series : Industrial short-term trends 
ISSN O378-7427 
Annual subscription : UKL 8 Single copy : UKL O.8O 
DKR 82 DKR 8,20 
USD I3.8O USD 1.40 
BFR 500 BFR 50 
Approximately 50 pages Format A 4 monthly 
Publication of short-term industrial indicators. 
The publication contains indices of industrial production for about 
40 industrial branches and groups of branches. During 1978 the contents 
will be gradually increased to include indices of turnover, new orders, 
employees, wages and salaries and hours worked. 
Methodological supplements and retrospective series will complete the 
regular monthly publication. 
Quarterly bulletin of industrial production 
ISSN O378-3529 
Annual subscription : UKL 14·40 Single copy : UKL 4.80 
DKR 147,50 DKR 49120 
USD 25 USD 8.25 
BFR 9OO BFR 300 
Approximately 147 pages Format A 4 quarterly 
Data on production within the Community of certain raw materials and 
finished or semi-finished products. 
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Quarterly iron and steel bulletin 
ISSN O378-35IO 
Annual s u b s c r i p t i o n : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
Approximately 120 pages 
14.40 
147,50 
25 
?00 
Format A 4 
S ingle copy 
q u a r t e r l y 
: UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.80 
49,20 
8.25 
300 
Annual, quarterly and monthly statistics of production, deliveries, 
receipts and foreign trade in iron ore, pig iron, crude steel and rolled 
steel products, on the consumption of raw materials in the iron and steel 
industry and deliveries by merchants of steel products and of scrap, 
together with statistics of the labour force, hours of work and wages in 
the iron and steel industry. 
Monthly iron and steel bulletin 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
6.40 
65,50 
11 
400 
Single copy UKL O.8O 
DKR 8,20 
USD 1.40 
BFR 50 
Approximately I9 pages Format A 4 monthly (ll issues per.year) 
Monthly statistics on the number of short-time workers; the production 
of pig iron, crude steel and finished rolled products; new orders, order 
books and deliveries of ordinary steels; the production and deliveries 
of special steels; foreign trade in ECSC steel products; the consumption 
and net receipts of ferrous scrap by the iron and steel industry. 
Ruby series Coal - Monthly bulletin 
ISSN O378-357X 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.80 
49 
8.50 
300 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
O.65 
6,50 
1.15 
40 
Approximately 14 pages Format A 4 monthly (ll issues per year) 
Produce monthly the principal statistical series characterising the 
short term movements in the coal industry. 
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Hydrocarbons - Monthly bulletin 
ISSN O378-373I 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
9.6O 
98,50 
I6.5O 
600 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
0.95 
9,85 
1.65 
60 
Approximately 20 pages Format A 4 monthly (ll issues per year) 
Produce monthly the principal statistical series characterising the 
short term movements in the petroleum and gae industries. 
Electrical energy - Monthly bulletin 
ISSN O378-356I 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
4.8O 
49 
8.50 
300 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
O.65 
6,50 
1.15 
40 
Approximately 12 pages Format A 4 monthly (ll issues per year) 
Produce monthly principal statistical series characterising the 
short term movements in the electrical economy in general and fuel 
consumption in power stations in particular. 
Red series : Monthly external trade bulletin 
ISSN O378-3723 
Annual subscription UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
24 
246 
4I.5O 
1 500 
Single copy : UKL 
DKR 
USD 
BFR 
2.9O 
29,50 
5 
180 
Approximately 130 pages Format A 4 monthly (ll issues per year) 
General summary of foreign trade of the European Community by 
countries and by products. 
Trends in EC trade by countries and by products. 
Trade of the main non-EC countries. Indices. 
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Crimson series i Monthly tables of transport 
ISSN O378-3502 
Annual Bubscription 1 UKL 20 Single copy : UKL 2.40 
DKR 205 DKR 24.6O 
USD 34.5O USD 4.15 
BFR 1 25O BFR 150 
Approximately 60 pages Format A 4 monthly 
Monthly data on t 
- Transport of persons and goods by Railway, Inland Waterways, Merchant 
Shipping and Road 
- Registration of motor vehicles 
- Road traffic accidents 
- Aviation 
- Tourism. 
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